License Metrics
Qlik Sense® Business
These License Metrics govern the use of Qlik Sense Business and are part of the Documentation.

A. Overview. Qlik Sense Business (QSB) is a SaaS offering hosted on Qlik Cloud Services (QCS) and is made
available to Customers on a per User basis.

B. Qlik Sense Business Capacity Parameters.
Parameter

Maximum

Description

Application
Size Limit (inmemory)

1.25 GB

The maximum size of an app, which contains the visualization layer, load script and highly
compressed data, that can be consumed in-memory

Total Cloud
Storage (on
disk)

250GB

The total amount of storage on disk for the QSC tenant including staged data, apps and usergenerated content

Scheduled
Data Reloads
Per Day

50

The total number of data reloads across all apps that can be scheduled in a single day. There
is no limit on manual data reloads.

Scheduled
Data Reload
concurrency

3

The total number of scheduled data reloads that may occur at the same time. There is no
limit on manual data refreshes.

Shared
Spaces

5

Allows groups of Users access to collaboratively create apps and/or interact with apps.

Personal
Spaces

1 (per User)

Users can create and share their own apps

The in-memory size maximum refers to the amount of memory an app can consume when it is being loaded with
data in Qlik Sense Business. As a general guideline, in-memory app size is approximately 5 times the amount of
storage consumed by an app on disk (app complexity, data models and other factors may impact this ratio).
A data reload is an update to the data model that changes its schema and/or content using an automated or manual
script.
Spaces are sections of the hub used to both collaboratively develop apps and control access to apps.

C. Accessing Qlik Sense Business
In order to access Qlik Sense Business, each User must have accepted Customer’s invitation to join Customer’s Qlik
Sense Business group, and have been registered (by email address) by Customer’s Account. User assignments are
made within the total number of Users in the subscription and may not be transferred to another User unless due
to: (i) termination of employment, or (ii) other business circumstance in which the user no longer requires access to
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Qlik Sense Business (e.g., transfer of the user to a new business unit). When a User is transferred, there is a 7-day
quarantine, beginning from the date last used, before the user entitlement can be reused. User changes must be
administered via the Management Console by the Qlik Sense Business Tenant Administrator.

D. User Roles
Each User is assigned to a role in the tenant Management Console. The following are the available User roles:
•

Account Administrator: The Account Administrator is the owner of the tenant and is the only User
authorized to perform subscription administration tasks. Subscription administration tasks include, but may
not be limited to, creating the tenant, requesting trial extensions, purchasing a subscription, changing billing
information, renewing a subscription, increasing or decreasing the number of paid users within a
subscription, and canceling a subscription. The Account Administrator is also a Tenant Administrator by
default.

•

Tenant Administrator: A Tenant Administrator is authorized to perform tasks at the tenant level. Tenant
administration tasks include, but may not be limited to, inviting Users to a tenant, removing Users, setting
User roles, creating spaces, promoting standard Users to Tenant Administrators, and demoting other
Tenant Administrators to the standard User role. Note: the Account Administrator cannot be demoted from
its role as a Tenant Administrator.

•

Standard User: The default role for all Users in a tenant, except for the Account Administrator. Users are
authorized to create apps and view apps.
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